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Abstract

The bremsstrahlung x-ray emission profile from high intensity laser-solid interactions provides valuable insight to the internal fast electron transport. Using penumbral imaging, we characterise the spatial profile of this bremsstrahlung source as a function of laser intensity by incrementally increasing the laser focal spot size on target. The experimental data shows a dual-source structure; one from the central channel of electrons, the second a larger substrate source from the recirculating electron current. The results demonstrate than an order of magnitude improvement in the intensity contrast between the two x-ray sources is achieved with a large focal spot, indicating preferable conditions for applications in radiography. An analytical model is derived to describe the transport of suprathermal electron populations that contribute to substrate and central channel sources through a target. The model is in good agreement with the experimental results presented here and furthermore is applied to predict laser intensities for achieving optimum spatial contrast for a variety of target materials and thicknesses.
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1. Introduction

High intensity laser pulses rapidly ionise the target material and accelerate electrons in laser-solid interactions, driving a multi-MegaAmpere current of relativistic electrons into the target [1–3]. This electron current collisionally causes further ionisation within the target leading to characteristic line emission, and produces broad-band bremsstrahlung radiation.
with energies up to tens of MeV as it propagates [4, 5]. This emission of bremsstrahlung radiation has long been used as a high energy x-ray source for radiography [6, 7]. Both bremsstrahlung and line emission are used as a diagnostic tool for laser-plasma interactions [8–12]. To optimise the x-ray brightness while minimising the source size it is necessary to understand the generation and transport of the electron beam as it propagates through the target. In doing so, we can improve the performance of these sources for x-ray radiography applications.

The incident laser pulse drives an electron beam with some initial divergence into the target. This divergence is, in part, due to intensity variation in the laser focal spot profile [13]. As the fast electrons travel through the target, an azimuthal magnetic field is established that acts to confine the electron beam, higher current density increases the strength of the magnetic field [14, 15]. This effect is particularly present in thick (>300 μm) targets where higher accelerated proton energies than a simple ballistic electron expansion model predicted were detected as a result of the magnetic field growth limiting the electron expansion [16]. As electrons reach the rear surface and escape they establish a TV/m electric field [17, 18], this field can cause the remaining fast electrons to reflect, forming a recirculating (or refluxing) electron population between the surfaces of the target that continues to expand laterally as it recirculates [19, 20]. In thin targets, the proportion of electrons recirculating is a large fraction of the initial beam [16, 21–23] and as they still carry significant energy these electrons are able to generate x-rays as they interact with the bulk of the target [8, 24].

Prior work demonstrates that the effective electron divergence can be varied by changing the interaction conditions. Ovchinnikov et al shows that an increased preplasma scale length is a primary driver in electron divergence increase, and a fixed preplasma leads to a constant effective electron divergence over a range of on-target intensities [25, 26]. Measurements of K-alpha signal have shown that effective electron divergence is insensitive to target thickness [26, 27]. Modelling revealed that this was an incomplete picture of the interaction as the initial electron divergence was significantly larger than was measured and collimation of the beam occurred due to field growth which reduced the effective fast electron divergence [16, 28]. Quinn et al developed a recirculation model to investigate K-alpha emission in targets with and without the rear surface sheath (controlled via a CH layer on the rear surface), predicting that recirculating electrons could drive a 200 μm K-alpha source from a 20 μm thick Cu target [8].

This paper explores the population of the recirculating electron beam’s contribution to the x-ray source via experimental measurements. In this article, we show a dual-source structure in the x-ray signal; (1) a bright narrow core (central source), and (2) a diffuse secondary signal (substrate source) produced by recirculating electrons. It is shown, via analytical modelling, that by tuning the fast electron temperature to the target thickness and material we can minimise the electron recirculation and reduce the contribution from the substrate source whilst increasing the brightness of the central x-ray emission.

2. Experimental Investigation

2.1. Layout

The experiment was conducted using the Vulcan laser [29]. The laser pulse duration was (2.0 ± 0.6) ps, the on-target energy was 80 J providing a peak intensity of ∼5 × 10^19 W cm^-2 [30, 31]. The targets were copper foils 3 × 7 mm in transverse size and 100 μm thick with the position relative to best (smallest spot diameter) focal position referred to as ΔZ, the laser spot at each defocus position was characterised via a ×20 imaging system with a CCD. Protons accelerated from the rear surface were measured with a Thomson Parabola along the target normal axis. The x-ray source profile was characterised using a penumbral technique similar to the rolled bar shown by Houck and Richardson in 1998 for synchotron emission [32].

The penumbral foil used was a curved sheet of 300 μm tungsten foil, it was set to ∼150 mm radius of curvature to ensure that the transmission length of the x-rays sufficiently attenuates up to 100 keV energies at a small depth (<1 μm) into the foil. The x-rays were detected using Fujifilm SR image plate (IP), with an 18 mm SiO₂ filter between the IP and the interaction. This filters out the low energy x-rays.
of the fast electron population, for a 100 keV temperature, the penumbral measurement is shown in Figure 2. The penumbral foil creates a near binary transmission object for the detector, accounting for the SiO$_2$ filter, is shown in figure 1(b). The penumbral foil was aligned 30° vertically from the target and set up with a ×5.7 magnification onto the detector plane, with a 0.6 T magnet to remove electron signal from the detector. The total x-ray flux from the target was also measured with secondary IP positioned beneath the penumbral detector on the same plane as the laser. The single foil limits measurements to the horizontal axis of the source; for foil targets under similar laser intensities the source has been demonstrated to be quasi-symmetric [33]. With an asymmetric source the imaging quality would be reduced in one axis compared to the other, potentially omitting features that would otherwise be visible.

2.2. Penumbral operation

The penumbral foil creates a near binary transmission object from which the x-ray source characteristics can be determined. When illuminated with a non-point source this will create a transition region in the detected image where the x-ray signal changes gradually. A schematic and example of the penumbral measurement is shown in figure 2 for a 100 μm thick Cu target. The distinct regions of the source are highlighted. Isolating the central source allows the source size and relative flux from both the central electron beam and the recirculating electrons (substrate source) to be retrieved. To do this, we first determine the peak gradient and its full-width-half-maximum. The next point of inversion in the gradient, marked in figure 2(c) by the dot–dash lines, is set as the boundary of the central source and this region is removed from the lineout. This routine is then repeated, this time without the bright contribution from the central source.

The two sets of dashed lines, figure 2(c), highlight the distinct regions in the source—dot–dash for central and dashed for the substrate. Conventional x-ray tube sources have shown a similar double-source structure from penumbral measurements via reconstruction instead of direct measurement [34]. Uncertainty in x-ray source measurements with the penumbral foil are a convolution of both the point spread function—dominated by x-rays scattering through filter materials—and minimum resolution bounds, demonstrated by Fiksel et al to be $(118 \pm 2) \mu$m for SR IP, due to scattering in the energy deposition and the scanning mechanism [35]. To determine incident photons on each detector, from the measured mPSL, the conversion presented by Bonnet et al is used to provide the relative photon numbers per Steradian presented in the paper [36].

2.3. Flux measurements

Figure 3(a) shows the total normalised flux of x-ray emission and number of protons as a function of laser defocus, the number of protons falls with increasing defocus whilst the x-ray signal remains relatively constant. This indicates to a first order approximation that as the laser is defocused, and the on-target laser intensity reduced, there are a similar number of accelerated electrons travelling within the target (creating bremsstrahlung as they travel) yet the number of these electrons reaching the rear surface and contributing to the acceleration of protons has decreased. The measured x-ray signal is consistent with K-alpha measurements modelled by Reich et al for copper targets irradiated at similar laser intensities [5, 37]. If we consider each region independently via the penumbral technique outlined above—figure 3(b) we see an increase in x-ray flux from the central source for larger defocus and, more pertinent, the ratio between the central and substrate source shifts significantly in favour of the central source—figure 4(a).

At the maximum defocus tested we see a $(10 \pm 2)$ increase in the ratio between the two source components compared to best focus. As the laser intensity is reduced the temperature, $E_\text{B} = k_B T_e$, of the fast electron population decreases and the associated attenuation length, $\lambda_{\text{att}}(E_\text{B})$, of...
the mean electron energy approaches the target thickness in copper. Conversion efficiency, from laser energy to number of fast electrons, has been demonstrated by several groups \[38, 39\] to scale with intensity. A reduced temperature spectra could have more electrons populating it though, even when factoring in the reduced laser conversion, as the temperature reduces faster than the absorption with intensity. The inset of figure 4(a) shows the attenuation length, $\lambda_{\text{Att.}}$, normalised to the target thickness, $d$, for electrons with energy $E = k_B T_e$ in a copper target for Wilks (orange) and Beg (blue) scaling law as a function of defocus position. (b) Substrate x-ray flux as a function of maximum proton energy demonstrating how the sheath influences the recirculating electron current.

the maximum proton energy and the x-ray flux contribution of the substrate source is compared, demonstrating a linear relationship between the two.
2.4. Spatial x-ray measurements

The results above suggest a mechanism to improve x-ray radiography by reducing the contribution by the larger substrate source. Figures 5(a)–6(a) are plots of the lateral size of both the central and substrate source as a function of defocus position. The trend with defocus ($\Delta Z$) seen in the central source size cannot be approximated by a single electron divergence, as demonstrated in figure 5(a). However, the divergence of the electrons through the target can be inferred from the central measurement and laser spot diameter. We find good agreement with the divergence measurements made by Green et al [26] over the tested intensity range, figure 5(b).

It should be noted that the $\sim$50 keV x-rays measured by the diagnostic will have reduced divergence compared to the isotropic K-alpha signal measured by Green et al due to the bremsstrahlung generation mechanism conserving momentum from the incident relativistic electron [41]. From GEANT4 simulations [42] the electrons responsible for generating the majority of the detected x-ray flux is $\sim$1–2 MeV for the expected laser intensity.

The central source increases as the laser is defocused, from an optimum of $\sim$84 to $>120 \mu$m at largest defocus whereas the substrate source decreases from $\sim$1.8 mm at best.
focus to $\approx 1$ mm at large defocus. A lineout of the penumbral edge at best focus and largest defocus is presented in figure 7. Whilst the increase in the central source can be explained by the increasing laser focal spot and reduced electron divergence the decreasing size of the substrate source and the reduction in the x-ray flux shown in figure 4(a) is indicative of a lower total number of recirculating electrons.

Magnified spatial resolution of a radiograph is dependent on the detector resolution and the size of the source emission area. As such, decreasing the size and flux contribution of the substrate source is beneficial to radiography as it removes the larger blurring factor on the image. The increase in central source size, however, is overcome by the increase in flux driving a brighter central source, shown in figure 6(b).

2.5. Spatial contrast improvement

The spatial profile of the x-ray source demonstrates a two-source structure, a narrow central channel and a broad substrate source. The increased contrast between the central and substrate source provides greater spatial contrast of the x-ray emission and the reduction of the secondary source removes the majority of the background signal. When the ratio between these two sources is at its greatest (i.e. 300 $\mu$m defocus from the experimental scan) the image quality is at its greatest. An example of this can be seen in the radiographs in figure 7.

Whilst the radiograph of the penumbral edge can be considered as a simplified—almost ideal-example, the
increase in contrast is clear. Objects with features smaller than the substrate source could be blurred by its contribution.

3. Discussion

Analytically we can begin to understand the emergence of this effect for targets of given thickness by considering how to optimise the x-ray flux created on the first pass of the target (i.e., those fast electrons that only travel in the central channel). We know from scaling laws that the intensity and fast electron relationship scales as, $I \propto k_B T_e$, where $k_B T_e$ is the hot electron temperature and $a$ varies from 0.33 [2] to 0.5 [40]. The sheath evolves via plasma expansion. Mora [43] presents a 1D isothermal plasma expansion model that can be used in calculations of the sheath dynamics. The peak electric field $E_{\text{sheath}}$ scales as:

$$E_{\text{sheath}} \propto (n_e k_B T_e)^{0.5},$$

where $n_e$ is the electron density. If the separation between the target surface and the peak of the sheath is $\lambda_D$ then the energy of electrons able to escape the target can be approximated to:

$$U_{\text{esc}} \approx E_{\text{sheath}} \lambda_D \approx k_B T_e.$$  

Electrons with more than this energy typically can escape the target on the first pass and as such only contribute to the central source of x-rays. The other sub-population to consider is the low energy electrons, those that would typically lose their energy through collisions in the target in a single pass. This limits low energy electrons from reaching the rear surface based on the target material and thickness, with the transmission function, $\Gamma$, defined as:

$$\Gamma(E_h, \rho, l) = \exp(-l \rho \sigma(E_h)), \quad \text{where } \sigma(E_h) \text{ is the attenuation cross section for an electron of energy } E_h, \rho \text{ and } l \text{ are the target density and thickness respectively.}$$

The remaining electrons contribute to the substrate source and blur the final image. The ratio of electrons that can only contribute to the central source and those that recirculate and contribute to the substrate source can be expressed as, $\eta_r$:

$$\eta_r = \frac{N_c + N_s}{N_h},$$

where $N_c$, $N_s$, and $N_h$ are the populations of escaping electrons, electrons lost through collisions in the target, and the total number of accelerated electrons respectively.

The distribution is a Maxwellian of the form $f(E_h) = A \frac{4E_h}{\pi k_B T_e} \exp\left(-\frac{E_h}{k_B T_e}\right)$, where $A$ is the conversion efficiency calculated from the equation presented in Davies [44]. Figure 8 shows these for a typical spectra for a high intensity laser. The difference between the total number accelerated and those that escape or collide through the target are the recirculating electrons. In order to maximise the central source of x-rays the collisional and escaping electron populations need to be significantly greater in number than the recirculating electrons. This model is calculated from intensity and does not implicitly include temporal or energy considerations that are known to alter the sheath development [43, 45–47]. We would expect a similar optimum to exist when varying either energy or pulse duration, when the sheath field and electron attenuation result in a lower recirculating population. This model gives us a method to optimise the electron temperature to the target thickness, maximising the central source distribution and therefore the final image quality. To correlate this with the experimental work the intensity was determined by 80 J in a spot defined by

$$\lambda^2 = \left(\frac{2.44\lambda F_{\nu}}{F_{\text{FWHM}}}\right)^2$$

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the laser, $F_{\text{FWHM}}$ is the $F$-number of the final focussing optic of the laser, with a 2 ps pulse duration. The results and the expected
ratio between the two sources is shown in the lower plot of figure 9(a) with the results from the experimental campaign also plotted. The ratio of x-ray yields is calculated from the electron populations by the ESTAR radiative stopping power tables [48] with the recirculating population contributing on every other pass of the target to account for the directionality of the emission.

By changing the model parameters to include different target conditions we can probe the optimum intensity conditions for these targets. The dashed lines in figure 9(b) show the curves for tantalum (dashed) and aluminium (dot–dashed) targets at 100 μm thickness peaking at different intensity regions compared to the copper target. The model peaks at ~300 μm defocus for copper targets, agreeing with the experimental data presented in figure 3(a).

4. Conclusion

The x-ray spatial profile from a high intensity laser-solid interaction results in a dual-source structure. The central channel dominated by fast electrons on their first pass through the target and a larger substrate source from recirculating electrons spreading laterally during their multiple passes through the target. Experimental results demonstrate a (10 ± 2) increase in the ratio of the central source to the substrate source, suggesting a way to increase the quality of x-ray radiographs by optimising this ratio and the flux. Through analytical modelling we are able to probe this relationship as a ratio between escaping, attenuated, and recirculating electrons and present optimum laser intensities for varying target parameters. The model provides good agreement with the experimental data, in terms of both the ratio between central and substrate x-ray flux and the total central x-ray flux produced.
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